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DIRECTORATE FOR QUALITY AND STANDARDS IN EDUCATION           

Department of Curriculum Management  

Educational Assessment Unit 
 

Annual Examinations for Secondary Schools 2016  

 

FORM 1                                         ETHICS                    MARKING SCHEME                              

Reflective Journal Writing – 30% 

The Reflective Journal Writing requires students to write fortnight entries of 100 words per 

entry. Each entry is to be based on course content, reflecting the student’s critical and 

analytical way of thinking about the content. The journal could include photos/drawings, 

quotes and extracts from books or journals. Students are expected to write structured 

reflective writing basically broken down into three parts: description (What is being 

examined), interpretation (What is most important/interesting/useful/relevant about the 

subject or idea), and outcome (What have I learned? What does this mean for my future?)  

Assessment Criteria  

The fundamental questions that the teacher will be considering when assessing the work of 

students are:  

1. How does the journal demonstrate that the student has acquired the knowledge, 

 understanding and skills of the learning outcomes?  

2. Does the journal show progression and development throughout the entries? 

 

The criteria against which the work will be marked fall into the following categories:  

Presentation  

 

Criteria 

 

Marks 

 

 1. An entry to the journal was made every fortnight (5 entries). 2 

2. Each journal entry is approx. 100 words in length.  2 

3. The journal entries follow the format, addressing the 3 steps.  3 

4. The journal is well organized. 3 

Description 

 

5. The description is clear and concise.  4 

Interpretation 

 

6. There is an analysis of the subject matter/experience/issue 

that shows the ability to think critically and ask good questions.  

4 

Outcome 

 

7. The outcome indicates new perspectives, thoughts or actions 

for the future.   

6 

8. The writing shows how the learning is affecting him/her as a 

moral person.  

6 

 Total marks 30 

(Adapted from the Common Awards Assessment Guidelines, Reflective Learning Journals, 

University of Durham) 
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Project – 30% 

Students are asked to do a project on the following topic: The right to education. 

 

Project Guidelines 

At least 6 pages should be used from the project book.  

Roughly one expects around three pages of write-up, while the rest can include pictures, 

posters, material from the internet, and so on. 

It is explained to the students that ‘copy and paste’ is not acceptable – and that the write up 

has to be in their own words, written in Maltese or English.  

 

Assessment Criteria 

Identification of ethical issues – 10 marks 

Knowledge of Content – 10 marks 

Use of examples that show understanding of the ethical issues – 5 marks 

Presentation – 5 marks 
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Written Paper Marking Scheme – 40% 

1. Which of these are children’s rights? Tick   the correct answer. The first one has 

been done as an example.                                                                                                      (5 marks) 

 

a. Lea attends school every day.  

b. Martin fell and broke his leg. His parents took him to hospital.  

c. Ismael is sad because he did not get a new video game.  

d. Samira would like to have a designer school bag.  

e. Raj and Deja are celebrating the Hindu festival of Diwali.  

f. Fabio wants another ice-cream, but his father tells him that he has had enough.  

g. Sophia asks her mother to buy her some make-up.  

h. Karla puts her hand up to give her opinion in class.  

i. Jan goes out to play after doing his homework.  

j. Rita likes to attend Mass before going to school.  

 

 

 

2.  What is the difference between rights and wants?                                                   (2 marks)                                                             

Right: a right is a claim, entitlement to something, a claim that something is one’s due, 

something one is owed  

Want: Something that is desired, but not essential for living a dignified life. 

Accept answers which show understanding of and difference between the two. 

 

3. Rights and responsibilities go hand in hand.  Look at Exercise 1 above. Make a list of the 

rights that are observed.  Then choose the corresponding responsibility from the table 

below. The first one has been done for you as an example.                                 (10 marks)                                                             

 Right Responsibility 

a. The right to education To pay attention and be diligent. 

b.  The right to health care Not to waste medical resources unnecessarily; to 

follow hospital rules. 
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e. The right to freedom of thought and 

religion 

To respect the beliefs of others 

h. The right to voice your opinon To respect the opinion of others 

i.  The right to play To allow others to play and relax 

j. The right to freedom of thought and 

religion 

To respect the beliefs of others 

 

4. Read the following passage and answer the questions below.                             

 

SeaWorld to phase out killer whale display in San Diego 

 

a. What do you understand by ‘keeping whales in captivity’?                          (2 marks) 

Keeping whales in an enclosed space; whales are not able to roam free 

 

b. Mention three reasons why whales should not be kept at Sea World          (3 marks) 

 

1. They are kept in small spaces 

2. They are trained to participate in shows, which is not in their nature 

3. They become frustrated due to lack of space 

Allocate marks for any other answer which you think reflects a moral understanding of the 

situation. 

c. How do whales feel when they are not free to roam the oceans?                       ( 2 

marks) 

Frustrated, unhappy, that they have to swim in such a small enclosed space when their 

size and nature indicate that they need space and freedom. 

Allocate marks for any other answer which you think reflects a moral understanding of the 

situation. 

 

d. Are any rights being denied to the whales at Sea World?  Which are they?   

                                                                                                                          (3 marks) 

The right to be free; the right not to be treated as an object or property; the right to be 

protected from cruel and harsh treatment.  Allocate one mark for each right mentioned 

e. What is your opinion about keeping wild animals in captivity for the pleasure of those 

who go and see the shows?                                                                              (5 marks) 
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Allocate marks for answers which you think reflects a moral understanding of the 

situation. 

 

5. Read the passage below and then follow instructions given at the end of the passage  

(8 marks) 

One girl’s stand against early marriage in India  

 

Write around 100 words to discuss this story. Focus on the rights of children that are 

mentioned in the story. 

 Criteria Marks 

Knowledge The student shows recollection of children’s rights. 1 

Comprehension The student shows understanding of the issues relating to 

children’s rights. 

2 

Application The student can apply his or her knowledge and 

understanding to discuss the questions.  

2 

Analysis The student can identify moral arguments in favour of 

children’s rights. 

3 

 

 

END OF PAPER 

 


